**We Are Okay** by Nina LaCour  
Marin hasn’t spoken to anyone from her old life since the day she left. No one knows the truth about those final weeks. But now, thousands away at college in New York, Marin still feels the pull of the West Coast and the tragedy she left behind.

**Piper Perish** by Kayla Cagan  
Piper Parish and her two friends, Kit and Enzo, have long planned on getting out of Houston and going to art school in New York City together. Then, halfway through their senior year, Enzo breaks up with Piper at a dance in the most public, spectacular and embarrassing.

**Goodbye Days** by Jeff Zentner  
Carver Briggs never thought a simple text would cause a fatal crash, killing his three best friends, Mars Eli and Blake. Carver can’t stop blaming himself for the accident, and a judge is pressuring the District Attorney to open up a criminal investigation.

**The Secret History of Us** by Jessi Kirby  
Olivia wakes up to realize she doesn’t remember. Not just the accident that put her in a coma, but anything from the last four years. The harder she tries to remember, the foggier it all gets, and figuring out who she is feels impossible when everyone keeps telling her who she was.

**See All the Stars** by Kit Frick  
Ellory had three best friends, and a wonderful boyfriend full of a spectacular love. Now, her friend group torn apart by secrets and deception, Ellory has to navigate senior year alone. Consumed by guilt over the incident, even though she was innocent in it, Ellory finds that moving forward means separating the truth from the lies.

**Release** by Patrick Ness  
Adam Thorn doesn’t know it yet, but, today will change his life. Between his religious family, a deeply unpleasant ultimatum from his boss, and his own unrequited love from his sort-of-ex, Enzo, it seems as though Adam’s life is falling apart.

**Essential Maps for the Lost** by Deb Caletti  
When Mads discovers a dead body while she is swimming in the lake, she begins to obsess over who the woman was and what led her to take her own life by jumping off a bridge. When she starts to fall for Billy, the woman’s troubled son, Mads isn’t sure how much longer she can keep her obsession a secret.

**Salt to the Sea** by Ruta Sepetys  
As World War II draws to a close in Eastern Europe, thousands of refugees try to escape the final damages of the war. Joana, Emilia, and Florian find themselves thrown together on a ship that promises their salvation, until they realize that their salvation is someone else’s target.

**Goodbye Days** by Jeff Zentner  
Carver Briggs never thought a simple text would cause a fatal crash, killing his three best friends, Mars Eli and Blake. Carver can’t stop blaming himself for the accident, and a judge is pressuring the District Attorney to open up a criminal investigation.

**Neighborhood Girls** by Jessie Ann Foley  
After Wendy’s father, a Chicago cop, was taken away in handcuffs, and Wendy was jumped walking home one night, she realizes that in order to get past her father’s reputation, she will need one of her own. With the help of Kenzie, and two other mean girls, Wendy’s makeover is complete, even though Wendy still doesn’t feel complete.

**See All the Stars** by Kit Frick  
Ellory had three best friends, and a wonderful boyfriend full of a spectacular love. Now, her friend group torn apart by secrets and deception, Ellory has to navigate senior year alone. Consumed by guilt over the incident, even though she was innocent in it, Ellory finds that moving forward means separating the truth from the lies.

**Far From the Tree** by Robin Benway  
Being the middle child has its ups and downs, especially for Grace, an only child who was adopted at birth. After giving up her own baby for adoption, she searches for her own biological family. Along the way she finds out she has a younger bio-sister, Maya, and an older brother, Joaquin.
History Is All You Left Me by Adam Silvera
When Griffin’s ex-boyfriend, Theo, dies in an accident, all Griffin is left with are memories and heartbreak, and the only person who understands what he’s going through is Jackson, Theo’s current boyfriend. No matter how much Griffin and Jackson open up to each other, Griffin’s downward spiral continues.

Teach Me To Forget by Erica Chapman
Ellery has the rest of her life planned out, down to the exact day she will kill herself. Ellery has the rest of her life planned out, until she meets Colter, a boy who sees her desperation and becomes determined to stop her.

Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds
Sixty seconds. One elevator ride. That’s how long it takes Will to decide if he is going to shoot the man that shot his brother. Every time the elevator stops, someone new gets on. Someone that Will knows. Or knew. As the gun rests in his waistband, Will must make the ultimate decision.

Kids of Appetite by David Arnold
Teen Victor and Madeline sit in separate police interrogation rooms, telling about the misfits that brought them together, and their journey sparked by a message in an urn.

We Were Never Here by Jennifer Gilmore
Sixteen-year-old Lizzie, hospitalized with an illness that takes time to be diagnosed, finds comfort in an unexpected source when she meets Connor, a troubled boy whose scars are internal.

The Last to Let Go by Amber Smith
Junior year was supposed to be all about good changes for Brooke. But then her mother is arrested for killing her abusive father. Now, Brooke must navigate through this year on her own, as she struggles to find her place in the world.

Meet Cute by Jennifer Armentrout
Whether or not you believe in fate, or luck, or love at first sight, every romance has to start somewhere. This collection of short stories will take you on “how they first met” adventures in romance, and heartbreak.

The Loose Ends List by Carrie Firestone
Seventeen-year-old Maddie and her family accompany her terminally-ill grandmother on a “death with dignity” cruise, where Maddie falls in love, makes new friends, and struggles to find the strength to let go of her beloved Gram.

Our Chemical Hearts by Krystal Sutherland
When high school senior, Henry Page, meets Grace, he finally experiences the ups and downs of first love.

Summer Bird Blue by Akemi Dawn Bowman
Rumi has lost everything. Her sister, her home, her one passion: music. As Rumi navigates her new life in Hawaii, the teenage surfer that lives next door named Kai, and an eighty-year-old man named George help her rediscover her music and write the song that her sister never got the chance to finish.

The Place Between Breaths by An Na
Ever since Grace’s mother disappeared, her father has worked to find a cure for the disease that plagued her, schizophrenia, and Grace has helped. As science gets closer to a breakthrough, something inside of Grace starts to unravel.

Someday by David Levithan
A always thought no one else has a life like A’s, waking up every day in a different persons body. This life has lead to the farthest extremes, from love to loniless, and now A has discovered that they are not alone in the world.

Tyler Johnson Was Here by Jay Coles
When Marvin Johnson’s twin, Tyler, goes to a party, Marvin tags along to keep an eye on him. But the next day Tyler is found dead, shot by a police officer. As Marvin mourns a brother who is now a hashtag, he must learn what justice and freedom really mean.

The Memory Book by Lara Avery
When a rare genetic disorder steals away her memories, and then her health. Sammie records notes in a journal for her future self, documenting moments great and small.